
What Are Students
Really Thinking?

Stimulated recall shows that students in the same
classroom use a variety of mental strategies, some of

which help and some of which hinder learning.

JOHN EDWARDS AND PERC MARL4AND

ocUsing on the ways students 11 th grade biology students in a mod- I 1 Classroom events involv ing the
think during instruction reveals a eratel' large. rural. secondary school teacher and students
view of the learning process in in North Queensland. Australia The 2. Events and topics discussed with

which students activel- interpret class- lessons were typically teacher-cen- neighboring students.
room events and engage in mental tered; the only difference was the pres- 3 The private, inner world of each
processes that either facilitate or im- ence of cameras The four students student. where such factors as moods.
pede their learning were interviewed separately within feelings, interests, personal experi-

To find out what those mental pro- half a day tollowing three separate ences. and fantasies directed his or her
cesses are, researchers are using a lessons. Recall of the students' think- thinking
technique called stimulated recall In ing was stimulated by viewing a split
recent vears it has been used success- screen videotape of the teacher and Variations in how these sources in-
fully to studs the mental functioning of themselves at stud-' during the respec teracted and overlapped. and their rel-
teachers (Marland, 1979): physicians tive lessons. ative importance to the student. dem-
(Elstein and others, 1978); and coun- onstrate the idiosylncratic nature of
selors (Kagan and others. 196), witho What Students Think About student learning. For instance. lesson-
were videotaped in their respective Information processed by the four stu- relevant thinking occupied anywhere
work environments. In subsequent in- dents during classroom instruction from 25 to 60 percent of the lesson
terviews, the videotapes were used to showed a remarkable diversitn but tlp- time Also, since srudents attentive
prompt the subjects' recall of their icalhl was related to three sources: ness rarely coincided at any stage.
thinking processes during the course each student experienced a quite dif-
of their work. John Edua-ds and Perc Maraland are Se_ ferent lesson at the personal level.

The pilot study reported here de- ror Lecturers. Sdcool of Education. James Some educators might see this as a
scribes the classroom thinking-as re- Cook UnitirsiO of ,Vortn Qloe7,sland, depressing situation However. our in-
vealed bv stimulated recall-of four Tounstfil/e, Australia terviews suggest that off-task periods
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are important, perhaps essential, be-
cause they serve:

* As a relief from intensive informa-
tion processing.

*As a means of improving the con-
centration and clarity of on-task peri-
ods.

* As a possible means for better
linking new knowledge to existing
cognitive structures or for elaborating
and enriching the material being
learned.

A fundamental premise in under
standing the teaching-learning process
is that the learner determines the "re-
ceived lesson" just as much as the
teacher. Doyle (1977) incorporated
this concept of learning into his medi-
ating process paradigm for teaching
effectiveness research, which pre-
sumes that students' covert mental
processes intervene between teaching
processes and student learning out-
comes.

"Since student
attentiveness rarely
coincided at any stage,
each student
experienced a quite
different lesson at the
personal level."

From this perspective, teacher heha-iors
and instructional materials, rather than
'causing' student learning, influence out-
comes only to the extent that they acti-
vate information-processing responses
which determine what a student learns (p
171).

Tuning In, Tuning Out, and
Monitoring
In our research, we found that there
were times when students were recep-
tive to the teacher, and times when
their attention was elsewhere. Such
shifts were often frequent during a
lesson. For example, one student with-
in a 15-minute segment reported 32
such attention shifts

Identifying the stimuli that result in
attention shifts has obvious value for
classroom practice, but some students
seemed relatively unaware of, or un-
able to articulate, what caused them to
tune in or tune out. Also, some stu-
dents seemed to be in more direct
control of their attention span than
others.

A range of personal factors seems to
be primary determinants of student
attention or involvement:

* Mood or mental set.
* Climatic conditions
* Private or personal experiences.
* General attitude to the subject.
* Self-image as a biology (in this

study) student.
In addition, the following general

factors can help or hinder student
involvement:

* Use of audiovisual materials.
*.Student responses (especially

from students who provide outlandish
or provocative answers)

* Interaction with neighbors.
Teacher-initiated actions that gener-

ally attract student attention include:
* Using humor in the lesson.
* Staying in close proximity to the

student.

* Involving students or their neigh
hbors in the lesson

·Talking loudly.
* Presenting interesting, challeng

ing, or relevant work
* Showing enthusiasm or being meo

tivating
Teacher-initiated actions can also

cause students to tune out These in
clude:

* Laboring a point
* Saving the "same old stuff .
* Dealing with material seen bs stu

dents as irrelevant or trivial

The idiosyncratic nature of the stim
uli to which students responded and
the overwhelming variety and unpre-
dictability of their mediating respons-
es ruled out any possibility of identi-
fying consistent stimulus-mediating
response patterns. Our analysis of stu-
dent mediating responses to teacher
questions in the three lessons re-
vealed 68 different types of responses
(Edwards and Marland. 1982). Such
diversity in outcomes offers one possi-
ble reason why classroom research in
such areas as questioning so often
yields equivocal results

Whether tuned in or tuned out.
students generally monitored other
things occurring in the classroom
Monitoring teacher behavior while
tuned out is a regular feature of stu
dent functioning. On some occasions
students became so engrossed in their
own thinking that they were oblivious
to other stimuli around them, as if thev
had closed out all other events or
detached themselves from the class-
room This seemed to occur mainly
when students were engaged in deep-
level processing of information. Kagan
and others (1967) have observed this
in teachers and refer to it as the "field
detachment phenomenon."
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Selective Information
Processing and Lesson
Control
In our study of the four biology stu-
dents, student information processing
was primarily selective rather than
adaptive. There were occasional in-
stances of adaptive behavior such as
student-initiated questions and com-
ments, and requests for teacher help
with a problem. Students also exer-
cised some degree of covert control

through their independent learning
strategies However, they made few
attempts to influence the direction of
the lesson, choosing instead to sample
from what the teacher offered.

This apparent unwillingness or in-
abilitv of students to play a more dom-
inant role in adapting the lesson to suit
their own learning needs is a cause for
concern. While some suggested that
thev did not redirect the lesson be-
cause they felt other students did not

"Lesson-relevant
thinking occupied
anywhere from
25 to 60 percent
of the lesson
time."
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share their needs or interests, many
students seemed to feel that the locus
of control was totally external to them

Student Deception Strategies
The students used a variety of decep-
tion strategies with considerable suc-
cess. Generally, their goals were to:
*· Create an impression of being task-
oriented and attentive
* Ensure good marks for attitude in
class.
· Avoid becoming the target for ques-
tions.
*Avoid attracting the teacher's atten-
tion so that they could pursue a per-
sonal line of thinking.

Only rarely throughout the study
could we infer with confidence a stu-
dent's mental functioning from direct
observation. We believe this brings
into serious question the validity of
research based on observer inference

Student Learning Strategies
A planned outcome of this study was
the identification of learning strategies
students used to cope with the intel-
lectual tasks of the classroom. The
number of strategies identified in the
self-report data of the four students
varied markedly. One student isolated
and explained over 20 different strate-
gies (see Figure 1), while another
could isolate and explain only six.

Students also differed in learning
ability; in attitude toward the teacher,
subject, and teaching techniques; in
self-image as a biology student; in
achievement motivation; and in their
ability to apply themselves to a task.
There were also considerable dav-to-
day differences in such areas as mood,
mental set, and effects of previous
lessons Each factor represents a possi-
ble partial explanation for the signifi-
cant range of student learning strate-
gies. Another plausible explanation
relates to differences in students' me-
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tacognitive ability that is, their ability
to think about their own thinking.

It is not possible at this stage to
decide whether it is the absence of
strategies, the inability of students to
recognize and articulate them, or a
combination of the two that represents
the real picture. However, our data
suggest that students do differ greatly
in the skills thev have available in
particular situations. This raises the
possibility of using focused programs
to develop thinking skills in students
Recent work using de Bono's CoRT
materials (Edwards and Baldauf, 1983)

is important andor examinable.
is- content of future lesions; prepares for

O);, discards less satisfactory ones.

foier ur quicker overge of work.
I dar io try to find out both side f an
teW a paIt de techerand troy to t an

IMpin i de of the argnument."

suggests that there is great potential in
such an approach

The Role of the Neighbor in
Student Information
Processing
One aspect of student information
processing that stood out in this studv
was the major role played by the
neighbor, even in contexts in which
group work was neither required nor
encouraged Clearly, there was consid
erable interaction between each stu-
dent and his or her neighbor This
interaction served a variety of pur-
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poses, from assisting learning to "es-
caping" from the classroom

One student used an impressive ar
ray of cooperative learning strategies
with his neighbor For example. they
divided tasks to allow more rapid pro-
gress, shared findings, jointly put up
their hands to coerce teacher atten-
tion, negotiated understandings, de-
hated problems. and formulated alter-
native hypotheses

Another student reported mood-
convergence with her neighbor Most
of their cooxperative effort in the first
two lessons was directed toward 'hav-
ing fun," joking, talking about non-
lesson-related issues, distracting each
other, and distracting others Howvev-
er, in the third lesson they regularly
challenged and helped each other
with lesson-related activities

Much of this productive. coopera-
tive learning was done in spite of the
teacher, suggesting that the neighbor
may be a greatly undervalued educa
tional resource This invites consider-
ation of strategies such as introducing
throughout the lesson regular periods
of perception sharing and negotiating
understanding with the neighbor

The Value of Stimulated Recall
Research
The validity of the data generated he
stimulated recall research is a com-
plex issue To begin with, the extent to
which human behavior is consciouslI
purposive is arguable. Even accepting
this, several factors remind us to pro-
ceed with caution: the ability to recall
accurately and to articulate clearly, the
effect of the time lapse between lesson
and interviewer, the relation of post
hoc justifications to situational reali-
ties, the possible effects of willingness
to "please" interviewers, and the pos-
sibilitv of self-fulfilling prophecies. For
practitioners trying to decide what cre-
dence to give to findings from this

"Only rarely
throughout the
study could we
infer with
confidence a
student's mental
functioning from
direct observation."

type of research, such issues are cru-
cial

When questioned about the validity
of the data, the four students com-
mented:

"Oh well, I m not just telling vou onl-
the things I'd like you to hear"

'I d say I told vou about 95 percent of
the thoughts that I actually recalled. and
they were completely accurate as far as I
could actualli describe them

"The camera wasn't forgotten all the
time, and cwe weren't exactly natural. but it
was son of more on the wai to vwhat a
normal classroom would be"

"You don't normally think about think-
ing; you onhl think about thinking swhen
you re trying to. So it would be almost
impossible to do it an\ other wav I don't
know anvone who can just think naturall-
and remember it I think that w-hat I'm
giving you is as close as you're going to
get

After careful studv of the literature
(for example, Shulman and Elstein.
1975), we were convinced that stimu-
lated recall offered us the best access
to student thinking, and the results we
obtained reinforce that view. The data
generated confrm the complexitv of
the teaching-learning process. Treat-

ment of the data has been mostly
descriptive here, and we have resisted
the temptation to generalize from lim-
ited data. However, the potential for
more related comprehensive studies
to reveal new insights into the teach-
ing-learning process appears impres-
sive.

The major outcome identified bhv
this pilot study is the need to focus on
the idiosyncratic nature of student
learning. While most teachers readily
accept this finding. few can show how
this realization manifests itself in the
teaching styles the- commonly use.l
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